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A sample method for deternunmg Improved dratomtc molecule drssocratron energres by imposmg the theoreticaBY-known
hnutmg behavrour at drssocrahon on experrmental vrbrational data whrch do not mclude levels lyrng in the bmrting neardssoclauon regron IS descrrbed and demonstrated. Its application to Beti+(X 2 s+) yields CD, = 4500 (-50) cm-r and qj =
40 8(‘-0.5).

1. Introduction
It has long been known

/‘*

[I ,2] that analysis of vibra-

tional level spacings 1s generally the most accurate way
of determinmg diatomrc molecule drssocration energres.
For more than forty years the accepted way of doing
so was that suggested in 1926 by Barge and Sponer
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[3], who pointed out that the area under the correctly
extrapolated
4G,,+t1~ versus u curve provides a good

estrmare of the binding energy of the highest observed
level. Unfortunately, uncertainty regarding the shape
of the extrapolated curve can introduce consrderable
error inro the resulting dissocration energy. An illustration of thrs weakness IS provrded by the Barge-Sponer
plot for the ground (X 2C+) state of BeAr+, seen m
fig. 1; the points represent the four vrbratronal spacings
observed by Subbaram et al. [4] whrle the dashed curve
was generated from their vrbrational constants_ The
area of the shaded region corresponds to an uncertamty
of 16-18570 in the predicted drssocration energy (or
23-80% of the u= 4 binding energy), and tn the absence of external constramts, other extrapolattons
lying well outsrde thrs shaded regron would be equally
plausible. It is therefore clear that the traditional approach can provide only a rough esttmate of the dts* J.S. Guggenheim Foundation Fellow, 1979-80.
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hg. 1. Birge-Sponer plot for BeAr+(X*z?
wrth data tpoints)
and vrbratronal constants defuung the extrapolated (dashed)
curve taken from ref. 141.

sociatron energy for cases involving such long extrapolatrons.
A means of improving the accuracy of such extrapolations was introduced ten years ago when Le Roy
and Bernstein [5,6]. (I) showed that the spacings of
vrbrattonal levels Iying very near dissociatron depend
mainly on the asymptottcaUydominant
inverse-power
contnbution to the tnteratomic potential,
V(r) = (D - CJr”

,

(1)

and (ti), for such levels derived the simple expression
dG(u)/du = K,r [ ‘ZI- G(u)j(“+2)‘2n

,

(2)

- fJ)2n’Cn-2) *

(3)

and its integrated form (for n + 2)*
G(v) = f2J - Xo(n)(tl,

For n > 2 the integration constant uD corresponds to
the non-integer effective vibrational index at the dissociation limit*, while X,(n) and Kn = [2n/(n -211 X
are constants depending only on n,
[X&z)]@-2)‘2fl
C,, and the &atom reduced mass p; m particular,
X&z) = &&2)/[r_c”(C,)2]

l’(n--2) ,

(4)

where for energies in cm-1 ~lengths m A and masses
in amu the numerical constant Z&)
= 793 1.949,
9170.911,13432.66,36409.61
and 0.01483008
for
n = 6,5,4,3
and 1 respectively. Another useful form
of this result is that obtained by differentiating eq. (3):
dG(u)/du = [2n/(n
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+1)(“+~)‘@-~)_(5)

For \iirtually any molecular state, the power IZin
eq. (1) IS readily obtained from a knowledge of the
electronic states of the atonuc dissociation products
and (sometimes also) the identity of the molecular
electronic state (71. Moreover, reasonably rehable
values of the asymptotically-dominant potential coefficient C, may be readily calculated for many species.
Thus, the limrth-tg near-dissociation behavrour of the
~st~bution of vrbrational Ievels for a given species is
often accurately known even m the complete absence
of experimental data. In spite of this, most utrhzatron
of eqs. (2)-(5)
has involved their direct applicatton to
data for levels lying very near dissociation where they
are expected to be quantitatively correct. For such
cases (see, e.g. refs. [S-l l]) this did prove to be an
excellent way of determining accurate values of CD
and C,. However, the work of Tellinghuisen et al. [I 23
and Wrlcomb and Bernstein [13] suggests that this
knowledge of the correct functional behaviour at dissociatron will probably be most important m cases
where the available data do not include any levels lying
in the hmitmg region where these equations are t&d.
These authors noted that smce the approximation that
dG(u + $)/du w AG,,‘,
allows eq. (2) to be rewritten
as
* Analogousresultsfor n = 2 and other special cases are d&
cussed m ref. [6].

(AG,,+1,2)2”‘(“+2)

= (Kn)2”/(n+2)[ cb - c(v f$)]

, (6)

where G(v+$)=
[G(v) +G(v+l)J/2,
the intercept of
~JI extrapolated plot of (AG,+1’2)*‘@+2~
versus
G(u + 3) which is constrained to have the theoreticallyknown limiting slope, (K,)2a’@*2),
provides an irnproved estimate of cb. This approach effectively replaces a Birge-Sponer type extrapolation by an titerpulatiun between the known limiting near-dissociation
behaviour and the experimental data at low u. However, its graphical nature makes the uncertainties associated with it both relatively large and rather diffict$t
to estimate. The present work therefore presents a
simple procedure for making this type of “interpolation” more quantrtative.

2. Ibfetltod
One way of improving on eqs. (2)-(6),
suggested
in ref. 171, consists of the derivation and application
of generalized versions of these equations which take
account of one or more additional averse-power contnbutrons to the long-range potential of eq. (I). However, StwaUey [ 141 outlined some drawbacks of this
approach, and tests have shown llS] that it does not
explain the observed deviations from the (correctlypredicted) limitmg behawour. The present work therefore foiiows the lead of Beckel and co-workers [It;]
in using empirical correction functions whose parameters have no physical significance, to generalize eq. (3).
The traditronal way [I,21 of representing a set of
vibrational level energies utdizes an expansion in power
of (v + l/2). The essence of the present approack is
that this power series should be replaced by an empirical “near-dissociation expansion” which explicitly tncorporates the correct limiting behaviour of eq. (3),
and contains addittonal empirical parameters For taking
account of the observed behaviour at low v. The two
such expansions considered here are identified as m
“IV~expansion”
G(v) = Q - X&Z) (% - u)*‘@

-2)

x ~I+at(vD-v)+a~(v,-u)2+.*.j,

(7)

ami an “N~expansion”
G(u) = cb - X&z)&,
x [L+&,(ua

-u)+b&

- v)2n’fn--2)
-u)2f.-l~‘@=-2’,

(8)
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where the value of the parameter No or fVb mdlcates
the number of correction terms included in the expansion [for N, = 0 and Nb = 0, eqs. (7) and (8) reduce to
eq. (3)] _ App~cation of these expressions mvo!ves the
use of nonlinear least-squares fits to determme values
for the molecular parameters Q and uD and for the
expansion coefficients {at} or {b,), wlule the remaming
variables II and C,, [and hence X,(fz)] are held fixed
at then theoretically-known values. This latter point is
a crucial difference between the present work and that
of Beckei and co-workers [16] who treated 12 and C,,
as addItIona parameters to be determmed from the fits.
As will be seen below, holding these quantltles fixed at
their known vatues IS essential of thus approach is to
yield rehable e\trapolatlons.
As in any non-linear feast-squares procedure, reahstzc i&tat tnal values for the parameters are required
before the fit can proceed. Ilus presents little dlfficuity
as plausible trial VaheS
of g and uD may be readdy
obtained from the graphs suggested by eq. (6) and the
analogous rearrangement of eq. (5):

= { [2 Ii/()2 - 2)] x,, (+(n-21f’fln+2)(t,D - u - 5).

(9)

Fits to hneamed rearrangements of eqs. (7) and (8)
may then be used to provide mitial estimates of the
{~icti,
or {6,) parameters. Aiternatweiy, mitral tnal parameters for a gven value of N, or Nb may be chosen as
the converged (;V, - 1) or (Nb - 1) parameters, plus
a(lv,) = 0 or b(Nb) = 0, respectively. An annotated
hstmg of a program whch automattcally generates the
rrial values and performs these non-linear fits, may be
obtamed from the first author (R.J.L.).
The only rem~n~ng problem IS that of deter~n~g
optimum values of CDand uD and realistic estimates
of their uncertamtles from the results of fits to verslons of eqs. (7) and (8) correspondmg to different
values of N; or Nb. Each of these fits yields mdependent estimates of 3 and uD and of their uncertamtles.
The latter reflect a combination of the quahty of fit
and the amount of correlation associated with that
particular model, and are typically much smaller than
the dfferences between the results for the divers values
of IV, or Nb. Thus, model-dependence is the main
source of the uncertainty in the final results. The recommended vah~es of ‘21 and uD presented here were therefore defined as weighted averages of the values obtamed
546
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from the various fits, where each weight is proportional to the squared mverse of the parameter uncertainty
yielded by that fit. An estimate of the uncertainty is
then provided by the an~ogo~ly-wei~ted
root mean
square devlatlon from the mean. As an additional refinement, one could delete from these averages results
corresponding to fits whose standard errors are one or
two orders of magmtude larger than the uncertainty in
the data; however, the weightme; described above makes
thus mo&ficatlon have httle effect on the final values.
A mce feature of thrs procedure is the fact that it obvlates the need to define one particular fit as “best”.

3. Appiication to the ground (X *LX*)state of 6eAr*
For the ground state of BeAr’, II = 4 and the theoretical C, = 95340 cm-l I%~,calculated 171 from the
Ar polarizabihty recommended by Teachout and Pack
[17], yields X0(4) = 2.6053 X 10M3 cm-l. Holding
these parameters fured and with No and Nb m turn
equal to 0. I and 2, eqs. (7) and (8) were fitted to the
five vlbrattonal energes reported by Subbaram et al.
[4]. The resuIting values of CD,, Q, and of the standard
error of the fit, o, are summanzed m fig. 2. The rapid
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2

of fittvlg eqs. (7) (trumgular points, dashed
Itnes)and (8) (round points, solid tines) to expe~en1~ data
[4j for BeAr*(X * Z*).
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decrease in u and convergence of the fitted values of
CD, and v, attests to the significance of the present
procedure. Averaging the fitted parameters in the manner outlined above then yields the present recommended results: CD, = 4499 (k71) cm-l and uD =
40.78 (k0.75). Alternately, following the “more refined” approach and deleting the obviously unrealistic
ffa = IV6 = 0 results from these averages yields the virtually identical CD, and uD values 4501 (k51)cm-1
and 40.82 (kO.47), respectively. This new dissociation
energy IS distmctly larger than previous estunates
[4,18] based on the same data, 4112(i200)
and 4157
(k380) cm-l, whde the uD value inlcates that this
state has almost twice the number of vibrational levels
predicted by the vibratlonal constants of ref. [4] _
Moreover, changmg the present assumed theoretical
value of C, by -1-10% changed these recommended CD,
and ti values by less than the quoted uncertaintles.
While the present method requires performing nonlinear least-squares fits to eqs. (7) and (8), it is useful
to dlustrate the results using graphs of the type suggested by eqs. (6) and (9)_ These graphs are shown m
figs. 3 and 4; the points represent the experimental
data, the solid curves were generated from the results
of the present fits, and the dashed curves were generated from the vibrational constants (we, wexe and
ueye) of ref. [4]. The intervals labelled SCJ and GHW
in fig. 3 indicate the range of uncertainties of the dissoelation energies of refs. [4] and [ 18 1, respectively.
Note that III each plot, the slope of the IV, = Nb =0
line and the slopes at their intercepts of the four sohd
curves, are exactly equal.
Fig. 3 is the type of plot used by Tellinghuisen et al.
[12] and Wilcomb and Bernstein [13] for extrapolating
to determme dissociation energies, whde fig. 4 is the
near&ssociatron theory’s analog of the Birge-Sponer
plot of fig. 1. The contrast between the uncertainty of
the fig. 1 extrapolation and the close agreement among
the results of fits to different versions of eqs. (7) and
(8), imposed by the requirement that they all have the
same lirmtmg behavlour, is quite striking. Moreover,
the similarity of the four curves for (Iv,, Nb) f (O,O),
seen in figs. 3 and 4, indicates that there Hnllbe little
disagreement about the predicted energes of the unobserved levels. These figures also dlustrate the fact
that without the value of the limiting slope provided
by knowledge of the C4 constant (i.e. with C4 treated
as a free parameter in the fits), It would be impossible
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Fig. 3. Plot suggested by eq. (6) for BeArC (XzEc). comparing
present extrapolations (solid curves) wtb that implied by the
vlbrabonal constants of ref. [4] (dashed curve); SJC is reF[4] andGHWref.
[18].

for the present approach to yield reliable estimates of
CDand uD. At the same time, knowledge of this potential constant need not be extremely precise, as demonstrated by the small effect of the 10% changes in the
C, used in the present analysis.

Fii_ 4. Plot suggested by eq. (9) for Be&*

(X*E*).

as in fig- 3.
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4. Discussion
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i.e. their dependence on the functronal form used for
expanding about the hnutmg behaviour of eq. (3).
‘io obtam highly relrable results would require an

average of estimates obtamed from as wide a variety
of such functions as possible. In this regard, an obvious generalization of eqs. (7) and (8), suggested by
the work of Beckel and co-workers [16], is the replacement of each of the present polynomral correctron functrons by a Pade approximant (a ratio of poIynormals). However, prehmmary results mdicate that
this generahzatron has little effect on the recommended cb, and UD values for BeAr*.
For every system for which the avaifabrhty of data
near drssociatron has aLlowed eqs. (2)-(S) to be tested,
therr vabdrty has been confirmed Thus, wrth the exception of situatrons complicated by curve crossings
or potential maxima. the best possible estimate of the
dissociation energy and of the number and energies of
unobser\red levels shouid be provided by the type of
approach proposed here. In such analyses, rz should
always be held fixed at its theoretically-known value,
and unless the elpenmental data include several levels
Iymg m the hnuting region, so should C,.

Just as near-dlssoaatlon expressioqs anafogous to
eq. (3) have been derived for rotational and centnfugal
drsrortron constants [19,20] and for many other moiecular properties [21,22]. so expansions analogous to
eqs. (7) and (8) may be used for these properties as
well. In thrs regard, an RKR potential calculated from
such near-drssociatron expansron expressions for G(u)
and the rotatronal constant B, should yield potential
CUNC ektrapolatrons as rehable as or better than those
obtamable m any other way. The drastrc change m the
total number of bound BeAr+ levels implied by the
present results indicates that use of these expansions
wrli also have rmportant implrcatrons with regard to
the calcutatron of thermodyna~c
properties. This
further emphasrses the importance of the further development and systematic applicatron of theoretical
methods for calculatmg the long-range potentral constants C,.
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